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In twenty-five years of preaching, rarely have I chosen to reflect on the wedding story 

in the gospel of John. It is a miracle story. As a person with a science degree, it is an 

awkward story to deal with. So, I will say upfront—I am not going to suggest any 

explanation for what happens in the story. I can’t account for it out of my scientific 

understanding, nor am I going to explain it away. But without emphasizing or denying 

its miracle plot, there are elements in the story that can offer insight to our lives today. 

Isn’t that why we continue to read these ancient stories? Not to take them literally, but 

to find nuggets of insight for today. 

Awkward as it is to our scientific understanding in 2022, the story of the wedding at 

Cana is a story of transformation: water into wine, ordinary into something 

extraordinary, the element of purification into the substance of celebration, absence 

into abundance, nothing into everything.  

Our neighbours to the south are celebrating Martin Luther King Day tomorrow, so 

many of my U.S. clergy colleagues are tying today’s texts to King’s life and ministry. 

MLK was definitely gifted with many of the spiritual gifts Paul listed in his letter to 

Christians in Corinth. Rev. King certainly had the gift of prophecy—NOT foretelling the 

future, but in the sense of speaking prophetically in challenging times. He displayed 

wisdom, knowledge and faith throughout his life. “How about the gift of healing? 

Healing cannot even begin until the disease is diagnosed. King diagnosed the disease 

of racism and prophetically dealt with it head-on, speaking truth to power.”i 

How about miracles? That Martin Luther King brought together great numbers of 

people to work together to decry disparity and inequality—and to do so without 

violence—would certainly qualify as a miracle of sorts, in his time, as well as in ours. 

To do all this, he had to discern the spirit of the time, discernment also being another of 

the spiritual gifts listed in I Corinthians 12. He also demonstrated a different kind of 

speaking in tongues! “[King] interpreted the plight of African-American people in terms 

that the powers-that-be could hear and understand. At the same time, he spoke 

encouragement and hope to a disheartened people. He spoke in a strength, a 

cadence, a rhythm, with an eloquence and depth of truth that few orators have 

matched. His passion and leadership catapulted him to the top of the Civil Rights 

Movement. It was a kairos moment. It. Was. Time.”ii   

KAIROS is a Greek word for TIME—not just chronological time, but the RIGHT TIME, 

God’s time for something to happen. In the liberation movements of both South Africa 
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and Palestine, Kairos was and continues to be a frequently-used term, with Kairos 

Documents released as theological rationale and invitation to act imminently. 

In the wedding story at Cana, Jesus tells his mother that his time has not yet come. But 

evidently, his time HAD come. It was God’s own time. KAIROS. His mother told the 

servants, do whatever he tells you to do. And he told them to put water in the giant clay 

pots that were used for washing up, the pots for ritual cleansing.  

That in itself is a very strange 

part of the story. I have been at 

Cana in Galilee and have seen 

the kinds of pots this story tells 

about. They are huge, as you 

can see in the second photo: 

three feet or so high and nearly as wide. Note this pot in 

relation to the person standing to the right. 

Just lifting one would be a miracle in itself. We were told that 

the servants did not take them out to be filled. They filled 

smaller jugs and brought them to dump into these pots. 

The fact that it was pots for washing up that were used for the 

miracle wine is something to puzzle over, too. Is there some symbolism in using pots 

that were used for ritual bathing, to make oneself clean again? I wonder. 

There is also something to note in the fact that Jesus gets the servants involved. The 

ordinary people help bring about this transformation, this miracle. 

Why would Jesus and his mother even have gotten involved in this predicament of the 

wedding family? Jesus even says to his mother, “What concern is it to you and me?” 

But scholars think that it might have been a wedding of a family member. If so, Mary 

DID feel responsible and wanted to help. She tells the servants to do anything he says. 

At a clergy meeting this week, some of us were musing that this story is another one in 

which Jesus’ very human irritation is portrayed. “WOMAN!” he addresses her, and 

distances himself from what she is asking of him. 

But Mary’s request became a KAIROS moment for Jesus. Just as a KAIROS time 

came for MLK centuries later. 

God spoke through Jesus and through MLK; God acted through both of them. In his 

KAIROS, his God moment, Jesus nudged his people and the world toward justice. And 

over half a century ago now, Martin Luther King Jr.’s KAIROS time saw him nudge his 

nation and the world toward justice.  
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In his “Letter from a Birmingham Jail,” King expressed extreme disappointment with the 

pace of justice, but he helped kick that ball down the field, just as Jesus had earlier. 

Our own connection with the wine at the wedding story could be to compare our own 

understanding of justice to watered-down wine, because most of us have not 

experienced injustice in the in-depth way that some people have. The way Mary and 

Joseph, as first century refugees fleeing to Egypt to protect their child, had 

experienced injustice. Or the injustice Jesus saw all around him from the Roman 

Empire’s oppression. Or the injustice that Martin Luther King saw his people endure 

before  and during the Civil Rights movement. By comparison, most of us have little 

concept of what others have suffered, nor of how we can be part of bringing about 

justice. 

Sure, we frequently receive invitations from the Wider Work team about various forms 

of injustice happening in our world, including the catastrophic climate crisis. How often 

do most of us follow up with any kind of action beyond some letter writing and perhaps 

attending a demonstration? And most of us don’t even do that. 

But, with our consciousness raised, God can “take our watered-down sense of justice 

and turn it into the full-bodied wine of God’s Word, of God’s TIME, of God’s love for 

ALL of God’s children.”iii 

That, my friends, is what this church has been part of in our participation in various 

instances of engagement with refugees in our community, including a current one. We 

have taken a prophetic lead, in spite of the very unlikely chance there might be a 

financial component to the support we are offering for reunification of a Muslim family. 

This is spirit that has caught fire, gifts activated by “one and the same Spirit.” And it is 

being done by us ordinary workers, like the servants in the biblical wedding story. 

Nothing short of a miracle right here in Burlington! Being in a Zoom roomful of the folks 

working together to make this happen is like tasting water turned into wine.  

Miracles? Yeah, I believe in them. They happen even here and now. I don’t know what 

happened in Cana in Galilee at that long ago wedding. But I do know what is 

happening here right now. And the family reunification sponsorship is one example. It’s 

small in the greater scheme of EPUC’s ministry and huge to one family. 

Another example of a miracle of faith in action at EPUC is the new EPUC Child Care 

Centre. Its financial implications for the future of the church are excellent. More 

important is EPUC’s vision of excellent, affordable childcare for the Aldershot 

community and beyond. Children are taught and cared for, parents can work, and the 

CCC also provides employment for a number of people. Word of mouth is spreading 

from parents to their friends who are now on a waitlist. Because of COVID, most of us 
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have not had the opportunity to see it. Here’s a peek: 

https://epucchildcare.com/classrooms/  

Eventually, we hope to develop programming that will involve members of the EPUC 

community of faith in supportive before-and-after school relationships with the Centre.  

There's a transformation happening here in our community of faith. At Cana, the 

servants were invited into the miracle and then given the grace to share the miracle—

to carry it to the guests.  And we, listening to this story two thousand years later, are 

invited to participate in a transformative miracle, too. We are transformed into servants, 

the church—to share the abundance, to share God's grace, to share the life-giving 

miracle, to share the celebration, to share the divine in everyday miracles.  

While living through a pandemic that requires isolation from one another in order to 

protect one another, this altered state in which we find ourselves can feel like it’s just 

something more to endure. For all its dangers, might we see this time as an invitation 

for us to reconsider our living, and to go deeper into what becomes evident during the 

Season of Epiphay, that we are part of God’s miracles through our discipleship? 

When we open our eyes, our ears, and our hearts, we see God’s miracles all around. 

And each one of us, as well as the whole EPUC community of faith, can BE another of 

God’s awkward, transformative miracles. 

Thanks be to God! 

 

 

  

 

i The Phoenix, an online publication of The Red Barn in Dublin, OH. Accessed at http://us12.campaign-
archive1.com/?u=8419f33ea25951a682045a6de&id=5b135b8954&e=%5BUNIQID%5D on 14 January 2022 
ii Ibid. 
iii Ibid. 
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